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Examination: Analysis of Numerial Methods, 2001-10-12Time: 1500 � 2000Tools: Mathematial HandbookEah task an give 6 points. To get full points you are required to show your omputations indetail and motivate your reasoning.1. Given the di�erential equation ut � �uxx = f(x) � > 0on the interval x 2 [ 0 ; 1 ℄ with periodi boundary onditions, we apply the numerial sheme�1 + h212D+D�� � un+1j � unjk !� �D+D�unj = �1 + h212D+D�� fjShow that the sheme is onvergent for �kh2 � 13 . (Hint: Show that D+D�u = (1 + h212D+D�)�2u�x2 +O(h4))2. We want to solve the problem ut � a(x) � ux = f(x; t); 0 < x < 1u(x; 0) = h(x)u(1; t) = g(t)where a(x) = �2 os(�x2 ). We apply the leapfrog sheme with the numerial boundary onditionvn+10 (1 + a1=2�) = a1=2�vn+11 + vn0where a1=2 = (a(x0) + a(x1)) =2 and � = dt=dx.Investigate for whih � the numerial method is stable. Use the GKSO analysis.3. D+D�(I � h212D+D�)vj approximates d2v=dx2 with 4th order auray. We want to use that operator toget a fourth order approximation to the problemuxx + uyy = f; 0 < x < 1; 0 < y < 1u = g(x; y) at the boundary; g(x; y) 2 C1In whih points are extra numerial boundary onditions required? Derive 4th order boundary onditionsfor those points.4. Under ertain irumstanes, the stability theory for linear problems an be applied to nonlinear problems.Desribe when and how. You may treat the salar model problem ut + f(u)x = 0, where f(u) is nonlinearin u.Moreover, nonlinear problems require speial properties (besides onsisteny and stability) for the numerialsheme in order that those yield a good solution. Give examples of three suh properties and explain theirsigni�ane.5. Consider the model problem ��00 = �2 sin�x; 0 < x < 1;�(0) = �(1) = 01



If the equation is disretized by D+D�, we get the linear system of equations Au = f , whereA = 1h2 0BBBBB� 2 �1�1 2 �1. . . . . . . . .�1 2 �1�1 2
1CCCCCA ; ( n� n ):We want to solve the system with an l-level multigrid method. One of the ideas behind multigrid is to �rstdamp the high frequenies in the error with a simple iterative method (e.g. Jaobi) and then transfer thesolution to a oarser grid. If the high frequenies are not ompletely damped, what happens with them atthe restrition? How do they get in to the solution on the oarse grid? Do a mathematial investigation.Assume that we apply the restrition operator with diret injetion as restrition, and ompare the results.For your help, you have that the eigenvetors of A are given byv� = p2h26664 sin(��1h)sin(��2h)...sin(��nh) 37775with orresponding eigenvalues �� = 4h2 sin2(��h2 ), � = 1; ::: ; n.Good luk!
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